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Abstract. Communicative workflow modelling is key to describing, analyzing, and design-
ing business processes in virtual collaborative networks,such as present in e-commerce. To
make workflow models meaningful and acceptable to all partners, their legitimacy needs to
be checked. To this purpose, the underlying norms must be made explicit. A key class of
communicative workflow models is captured by our extended workflow loop. Using this loop
as the basic unit of analysis, we introduce the concept of workflow loop norms, grounded in,
amongst others, internal control theory. Workflow loop schemas are used to represent work-
flow situations, allowing for actual or proposed situationsto be matched with the norms.
Using these constructs, we outline our legitimacy checkingprocess for workflow designs,
and illustrate it with a case.

1 Introduction

In today’s networked organizations, organizational hierarchies are rapidly
becoming less relevant for structuring business processes. Intra-organizational,
self-organizing teams, learning organizations, and inter-organizational
e-business alliances are emerging in which fixed power and commu-
nication structures no longer suffice. To make sense of the increasing
organizational complexity and dynamics, and to design moreadequate
supporting information systems, a workflow view on organizational
interactions is helpful. A good example is the increasing prominence
of supply chain modelling [10]. Thus, workflow modelling is becom-
ing increasingly important as a structured way of describing, analyz-
ing, and designing the collaborative business process.

Many workflow models exist, ranging from Petri-nets represent-
ing logistical or production workflows [1] to approaches that capture
more of the organizational semantics of business processes[16]. One
class of workflow modeling approaches takes a communications view,
grounded in the Language/Action Perspective (LAP), as originally in-
troduced by Winograd and Flores [20]. In contrast to data-oriented
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methods like those based on state-transition or UML interaction di-
agrams, LAP modeling is based on the notion ofcommunicative ac-
tion, which implies that workflows are seen as communicative acts
grounded in social relationships and focused on organizational co-
ordination. For example, a request for a certain good not only aims
at the performance of a particular action, but is also an action in it-
self. A successful request creates a commitment for the party that has
promised to deliver a service, thus changing the social world. LAP
workflows are represented ascommunication loopsbetween business
roles.For example, in the ActionWorkflow approach [14],customers
andperformersgo through four communication acts: in theprepara-
tion act, a customer asks a performer to do something, at the end of
the negotiationstage, the performer promises to do this, in theper-
formanceact the performer reports that he has done so, and, finally,
with the acceptanceact the customer reports that she is satisfied. In
the DEMO (Dynamic Essential Modeling of Organizations) approach
[9], an initiator and anexecutorsubsequently (inter)act in similaror-
der, execution, andresultstages.

From a coordination perspective, communication loops are more
than sequences of communicative acts. LAP imposes a certainnorma-
tive structure on communication processes [19]. For instance, Action-
Workflow modeling requires communication loops to be complete, or
“closed”. This means that all stages of a communication loopmust
be followed, none can be skipped. Another example of a communi-
cation norm, implicit in DEMO, is that the initiator of a transaction
must also be the person who evaluates the success of that transaction.
It can be argued, however, that, especially in complex network organi-
zations, such evaluative activities should be delegated tothird parties.
Also, many workflows spawn other workflows, making the coordi-
nation of their interdependencies soon very complex. An additional
factor is the strong co-evolution of social and technical requirements
in the modern organization [13]. The resulting dynamics in organi-
zational requirements, structures, and behaviour greatlyincreases the
complexity of workflow analysis.

In order to ensure successful organizational performance,the work-
flow specifications of electronic business networks need to be legiti-
mate, implying that they are both meaningful and acceptableto all
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partners [6]. Such legitimacy is essential to create a senseof trust and
ownership in the network and its supporting IT infrastructure. Central
to this analysis are the communicative norms that apply to the work-
flows of a particular community. To ensure the legitimacy of workflow
models, it is important that (1) underlying norms are made explicit
and (2) actual or proposed workflow models are checked against these
norms. However, the complexity of the communicative norms result-
ing from their subtle definition, compounded by delegation,recursion,
and evolutionary aspects, makes manual analysis very hard to per-
form. In this chapter, we therefore propose a formal approach to the
legitimacy checking of communicative workflow loops, as this helps
to deal with representational and reasoning complexities.

In Sect. 2, we first define theextended workflow loop, our ba-
sic unit of analysis. Sect. 3 introduces our concept of workflow loop
norms, and shows how they are firmly grounded in internal control
theory, among others. In Sect. 4, we presentworkflow loop schemas
as a concise way of representing workflow situations. Sect. 5outlines
the method for the legitimacy checking of extended workflow loops.
We end the article with discussion and conclusions. In the various sec-
tions, we illustrate the ideas with a typical business case.

2 The Extended Workflow Loop

In [19], we extensively explained extended workflow loops and their
norms. In Sect. 2 and 3, we give a brief summary of these ideas.

To define the extended workflow loop, we take theservice rela-
tionshipbetween two actors as its starting point. In most cases, this
is a symmetric relationship where aserviceor object of value is ex-
changed against some (generally financial) compensation. This is thus
a form of a contractual relationship, whether there is a written contract
or not. The service has aproviderand abeneficiary, which usually but
not necessarily coincide with theperformerand thecustomerof the
service, respectively. Service relationships are typically found on the
organizational borders, but they may also be explored within organi-
zations.

To activate a service relationship, we start with describing a ser-
vice loop, that is, the communication around the service. This service
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loop should not be identified with the service relationship,although
it necessarily follows from it. From DEMO, we take the workflow
loop roles of initiator andexecutor, to which we add theevaluator
role. Instead of using the specific DEMO (order, execution, result) and
ActionWorkflow (preparation, negotiation, performance, and accep-
tance) workflow loop phases, we distinguish two, more neutral pairs
of communicative acts, each pair defining a conversation: arequestis
followed by acommit(anactagenicconversation), and areport is fol-
lowed by anaccept(a factagenicconversation). Furthermore, we dis-
tinguish three workflow tasks:initiation (I), execution(X), andevalu-
ation (E). The initiation is the preparation of a request. The execution
is the actual performance of the service, around which the communi-
cation loop revolves. The evaluation is the assessment workthat must
be done before the service report can be accepted. All four commu-
nicative acts and three workflow loop tasks are examples ofworkflow
loop acts.

The service relationship is fundamental, but it can be comple-
mented withdelegationrelationships. In this paper, we will focus on
delegation on the side of the provider, but delegation at thecustomer’s
side is possible as well. Any workflow loop act can be delegated to
anagent, who then becomes theperformer. However, as the provider,
the delegating actor, theprincipal, still keeps a responsibility to the
customer, that is, the service relationship itself is not delegated. From
internal control theory, we derive the distinction in operational and
control tasks. We define the functional role of principal to be respon-
sible for the control tasks (initiation and evaluation), and the agent
for the operational (execution part). The resulting control loop is very
similar to the service loop, which makes it possible to view them as
two types of communication loops.

Fig. 1 presents the extended workflow loop model. Notice thatthe
agent has two executor roles, but there is a slight difference between
the X-role of the agent in the service loop and the X-role of the agent
in the control loop. From a control perspective, the agent’sperfor-
mance may consist of these executive tasks making up the service, but
also of the conversations with the beneficiary (so his overall perfor-
mance in the service loop is what counts as X in the control loop).
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Fig. 1. The Extended Workflow Loop Model

3 Extended Workflow Loop Norms

Internet-age information systems are much more communication than
computation systems. There are many applications that support com-
plex collaborative communication processes, like discussion, group
decision making, and group authoring. The semiotics of these sys-
tems are often much more complex than of traditional information
systems, particularly because the intended semantics and pragmatics
are not under the control of one single organization, and therefore
often remain un(der)defined. This entails that often the meaning of
information produced and responsibilities for system use and specifi-
cation are not clear.

3.1 Norms for Organizational Communication

Effective organizational communication presupposes thatthe commu-
nicative partners agree on certain norms: not only syntactical norms
on the language that is used, but also norms related to the semantics
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and pragmatics (what are the intended and perceived effectsof and on
senders and receivers?) of the communication. For instance, a major
customer of a company may expect a priority treatment and receive
an immediate response to his request for repairs.

Not all organizational communication norms need to be explicit.
Many norms are implicit or tacit knowledge: everybody is aware of
their existence, but they cannot or should not be formalized[3]. For
example, in the scientific community, there is a tacit norm that par-
ticipants are prepared to defend the claims that they make, whereas a
director in a multinational company may expect his staff to follow or-
ders. If such norms are not observed, miscommunications mayoccur
that can have serious effects on the efficacy of the organization.

Having said this, sometimes organizational communicationnorms
do need to be made explicit, if they are to act as clear decision mak-
ing rules for staff members. This may also be the case with break-
downs [20], for example when two communicating parties disagree
on the meaning of a term or responsibility. Then, the rules ofaction
that seemed clear turn out to be really norms that can be violated [15],
and explicit discourse may be needed to determine the propercourse
of action.

There are many types of organizational communication norms.
Our focus on workflow loop norms proper is motivated by the need to
find relatively generic principles for inclusion into system designs. By
making information systems more legitimate in this way, we contend
that organizational communication can be significantly improved. Of
course, other, more specific categories of communication norms may
be needed as well. One additional class of norms, for example, con-
cerns social norms defining the effectiveness and efficiencyof internal
organizational communication aimed at motivating or informing em-
ployees [8]. However, in collaborative situations, the workflow loop
norms provide a solid foundation for such more refined normative
analysis.

3.2 Workflow Loop Norms Implicit in LAP

One important source of stable workflow loop norms is internal con-
trol theory. This theory provides normative guidance in complex orga-
nizational structures, when there are delegated task structures which
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allow agents to establish commitments on behalf of the organization.
Delegating an activity does not mean that the responsibility for this ac-
tivity is delegated as well. Instead, it introduces a control task for the
principal that delegated the task to the agent. This involves communi-
cation: since in most cases, the principal responsible for that control
task cannot personally observe the performance of operating tasks,
she must rely on documentary evidence (evidence function).At the
same time, to protect himself, the executing party (the agent) must be
able to prove the completion of an activity (preventative function).

An extensive literature related to internal control theoryexists, of-
ten drawing from accountancy research. For example, Chen [5] lists a
set of principles like “An operational task and its corresponding con-
trol task should be segregated into two different organizational posi-
tions and into two different agents”. Bons [4] notes that control tasks
can be divided into two categories: control tasks that make direct state-
ments about the operational tasks (such as witness reports), and con-
trol tasks that evaluate the resulting document and draw conclusions
based on them. Many principles can be found in the literature, but
more interesting at the moment is to see how they can actuallybe
used to construct workflow loop norms.

In [19], we proposed an approach to analyze workflows using
communicative norms based on such internal control theory norms.
We identified the following list as a first approximation of the basic
implicit norms underlying LAP:

1. For any activity, a distinction must be made between theopera-
tional taskand thecontrol task. These two tasks are executed by
different roles and different subjects.

2. If an operational task exists, there should be a corresponding initi-
ating control task and the operational task should follow the initi-
ating task.

3. If an operational task exists, its correspondingevaluativecontrol
task should exist as well and should always follow the operational
task.

4. The initiating task should contain a request for action from a role
(initiator) independent of the role performing the task

5. The role issuing the initiating task (initiator) should be the same
as the role responsible for the (evaluative) control task.
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6. The initiating task should be closed with a commitment (promise)
from the role performing the operational task.

7. The evaluative control task should be furnished by supporting doc-
uments. The supporting documents should originate from therole
performing the operational task.

8. The evaluative control task should be closed with a performative
statement from the role performing the evaluative control task.

9. The performative statement of the evaluative control task should
be received by the role that performed the operational task.

Based on our own extended workflow loop model and principles
from internal control theory, we then generalized and refined those
implicit LAP norms. We formalized the basic concepts from our ex-
tended workflow loops as well as the norms, resulting in a formal on-
tology and a set of extended workflow loop norms expressed in terms
of this ontology. In the next section, we present an adapted version of
this ontology.

3.3 The Extended Workflow Loop Ontology

A normative analysis quickly becomes complex. To deal with this
complexity, formal representation and reasoning can be of great help.
Having introduced the concepts underlying the extended workflow
loop, we are now ready to start our formalization. The formalization
consists of two main parts: (1) aformal ontologyto precisely define
the meaning of the extended workflow loop concepts, and (2) a set of
extended workflow loop normsbased on these definitions. We present
both the ontology and formal representation in the remainder of this
section.

First, we present our extended workflow loop ontology, adapted
from [19].

A serviceis a tuple<Service Type, Performer, Object, Beneficiary>,
whereService Typeis some predicate designating a service type. The
Objectis the object of value. The object can be immaterial.Performer
andBeneficiaryare actor roles with respect to the service.
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A service relationis a tuple<Service, Customer, Provider>, where
CustomerandProviderare actor roles, andServiceis some service as
defined above.

The service loop for a certain service is a tuple<Service, Init,
Exec, Eval, Acta, Facta>, whereInit, ExecandEvalare tasks andActa
andFactaare conversations consisting of pairs of communicative acts
(RequestandCommit, andReportandAccept, respectively).

A delegation relation is a tuple<Delegation, Principal, Agent>,
whereDelegationstands for one or more of the delegated tasks or
communicative acts that make up a workflow loop.Principal and
Agentare Actors. For the time being, we omit what exactly has been
delegated (that is, task roles and/or conversations).

A control loop for a certain delegation relation is a tuple<Delegation,
Init, Exec, Eval, Acta, Facta>. TheExectask of the control loop of a
delegation is usually done by the Agent of the delegation, whereas the
Init andEval tasks are done by the Principal, unless these have been
delegated as well. Both the service and control loop distinguish the
conversational roles ofInitiator, Executor, andEvaluator, which are
defined in terms of the workflow loop acts.

3.4 Formalizing Extended Workflow Loop Norms

The purpose of the ontology is to define precisely the extended work-
flow loop norms. In [19], we presented a rather comprehensiveset
of extended workflow loop norms. These formal norms follow from
the implicit set listed in Sect. 3.2. Here, we take only one two (sim-
plified) norms to illustrate the main contribution of this paper: de-
veloping an operational method for legitimacy checking of workflow
schemas. Other norms can be addressed in similar ways.

XWL Norm 1:
∀s:serviceloop(s.initiator=s.service.customer
∧ s.evaluator=s.service.customer)

This norm requires that the customer of a service (as defined in
the service relation) is both initiator and evaluator of theservice loop,
and thus reflects a strong commitment to customer orientation.
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XWL Norm 2:
¬∃s:serviceloop(s.executor=s.evaluator )

This is a rather strong norm, that says that nobody should evaluate
their own work. This principle is becoming increasingly important,
given the current focus on transparency and accountabilityof book-
keeping practices.

4 Workflow Loop Schemas

To apply workflow loop norms, we need to distinguish between ac-
tual and deontic states. Norms indicate deontic (“soll”) states: how
the world should (not) be. However, equally important are the actual
or proposed states on which the norms are to have their regulatory de-
ontic effect. We call these actual states theworkflow situation. Each
workflow situation comprises one or more extended workflow loops.
Each extended workflow loop is represented by two workflow loop
schemas: a service loop schema and a control loop schema.

4.1 The Schema Structure

In order to model current or proposedworkflow loop situations, we
introduce the concept ofworkflow schema. Schemas can be used to
organize knowledge that represents complex situations or objects in a
domain [12]. Here, we use a schema to decompose a workflow loop
into its constituent acts. To these acts, the various roles and subjects
playing these roles are mapped.

Table 1 shows the basic structure of a workflow loop schema. The
first row represents theworkflow loop acts. There are seven possible
acts: the init-task (to prepare the request), the request, the commit-
act, the execution task, the reporting act, the evaluation task, and the
acceptance of the results.

The second row shows thedomain rolesthat carry out the work-
flow loop acts. These roles are often defined in the specific domain
in which the workflows are carried out. The labels are thus domain-
dependent.
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The third row describes theconversational roles(initiator, execu-
tor, or evaluator) that perform the workflow loop acts. In general, there
is a strong correlation between the workflow loop acts and thecon-
versational roles that perform them. For instance, in DEMO the role
performing the evaluative task is always the initiator. However, as our
analysis of workflow loop norms has shown, such constraints often
need to be relaxed in the complexity of real work situations.In many
networked organizations, for example, it is not the initiator, but a sep-
arate evaluator role that performs the evaluative task, forreasons of
efficiency or to implement checks and balances.

The fourth row captures the complexity introduced in the extended
workflow loop: aworkflow loop rolecan act as a customer, beneficiary,
provider, principal, or agent (the agent being the performer). As many
mappings to the other roles are possible, this separate row is justified.
For example, in case of delegation, the customer role requesting a
service is not necessarily the beneficiary.

The fifth row describes thesubjectsperforming the workflow loop
acts. In DEMO, for example, no specific constraints are imposed on
which subjects perform the acts. From an internal control perspec-
tive, however, many constraints (i.e. prohibitive norms) are often de-
manded, such as that the evaluation of performance cannot bedone by
the same subject who has executed the work.

4.2 Modelling Workflow Loop Situations

In Table 1, we use the workflow loop schema to model a simple work-
flow loop situation: a baker promises his customer to bake a bread,
upon request, and then bakes and delivers the bread himself.In this
case the customer explicitly asked the baker to bake the bread. No
preparation of the request was needed, so the init-task remains empty.
This situation has been modelled using standard LAP semantics, with
no explicit evaluator role distinguished. As there is no delegation, only
the provider and customer roles need to be defined. It is clearthat in
this situation there are only two subjects performing the subsequent
workflow loop acts. For clarity, these subjects have labels here simi-
lar to the domain roles that they play. However, normally there is not
necessarily a one-to-one mapping between subjects and domain roles,
as one subject can play more than one such role, for example.
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The simple workflow loop can be modelled using a single work-
flow loop schema as follows1:

Workflow loop: Simple Pizza Delivery
WL Act Init Reqst Commit Exec Report Eval Accept
Dom. Role- Cust. Baker BakerBaker Cust.Cust.
Conv. Role- I X X X I I
WL Role - Cust. Prov. Prov. Prov. Cust.Cust.
Subject - #cust #bak #bak #bak #cust#cust

Table 1.Using a Workflow Loop Schema to Represent a Simple Workflow Situation

Note that there are two customer-roles here: a domain role (some-
body buying a bread) and a workflow loop role (the LAP role).

To illustrate how workflow loop schemas can also be used to model
the more complex workflow situations typical of extended workflow
loops, we now represent the scenario about the extended pizza deliv-
ery case described in [19].

The complex pizza delivery case

In the case of a pizza baker who originally bakes and delivershis
pizzas himself, the communication between him and a customer can
be easily modelled using a standard workflow loop (within a contract
relation, but we will focus here on the baker as performer). Now the
baker hires a boy to deliver the pizza to the house of the hungry client
for him. Then there exists an agency relation between the baker and
the boy: the baker plays the manager/principal role, the boythe em-
ployee/agent role. The workflow loop now seems distorted, since the
new pizza delivery workflow loop performer is no longer one subject.
Say the hungry client calls the baker on the phone. In an actagenic
conversation, part of the workflow loop, the baker agrees to bake and

1 Note that current LAP semantics are still unclear about the precise differences between
and constraints on the roles. Our current mappings in the tables presented in this paper are
therefore still tentative. However, structuring semantics in these workflow loop schemas is
an important first step in identifying semantic unclaritiesor gaps. Here, we aim to demon-
strate the principle of legitimacy checking, but do not claim that the examples are neces-
sarily the best possible interpretation.
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deliver a pizza. After calling the boy, the baker orders the boy to bring
the pizza to the client. The boy takes the pizza, drives to thehouse,
rings and starts a factagenic conversation in which the hungry client
accepts the pizza, perhaps after having signed a note. The boy returns
to the baker and reports the succesful delivery, possibly with handing
over the note as evidence.

Note that there are now a control loop and a service loop, together
forming the extended workflow loop. We therefore require two– re-
lated - workflow loop schemas to represent the complex workflow
loop norms (including delegation) implicit in this case:

Service loop schema: Complex Pizza Delivery
WL Act Init Reqst Commit Exec Report Eval Accept
Dom. Role- Cust. Baker Boy Boy Cust.Cust.
Conv. Role- I X X X E E
WL Role - Cust. Prov. Agent Agent Cust.Cust.
Subject - #cust #bak #boy #boy #cust#cust

Control loop schema: Complex Pizza Delivery
WL Act Init Reqst Commit Exec Report Eval Accept
Dom. RoleBakerBaker Boy Boy Boy BakerCust.
Conv. RoleI I X X X E E
WL Role Perf. Princ. Agent Agnt Agnt Princ. Princ.
Subject #bak #bak #boy #boy #boy #bak #cust

Table 2.Using a Workflow Loop Schema to Represent a Complex Workflow Loop Situation

These tables should be mostly self-explanatory after the previous
introduction. The workflow loop roles in the service loop schema are
distributed among customer, provider, and agent. In the control loop
schema, there is now an Init-task (namely, the baking of the pizza)
which has to be done before the baker can request the boy to deliver
the pizza. The baker is the performer of this role, as the baking is not
part of the principal-agent relation. In the example, we abstain from
the difficulties added by more than one subject playing a particular
role of some act. Such set-theoretical issues need to be addressed in
future work, though.
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5 A Method for Legitimacy Checking

The basic idea underlying the method is that the extended workflow
loop schemas, as well as the workflow norms, can be defined as se-
mantic networks in the form of conceptual graphs. The workflow loop
norm graphs put selectional constraints on the workflow schema graphs,
in other words, on the actual or proposed workflow loop situation.
These norms define what schema elements are required or forbid-
den2. Legitimacy is checked by projecting the workflow norm pat-
terns on the workflow schema definitions. If required patterns are
matched with situations(i.e. have projections), and forbidden patterns
have no matches (i.e. have no projections), no norm violations occur.
The present set of workflow schema definitions, and thus of thework-
flow situation, is thus legitimate. Next, we first formalize the workflow
schemas using conceptual graphs. We then present our methodfor le-
gitimacy checking.

5.1 Conceptual Graph Theory

In Sect. 3, we formalized the norms by defining an ontology and
norms using first order logic. We now formalize the concept ofschemas,
in order to provide precise semantics and be able to reason about their
properties. To this purpose, we use conceptual graph theory. Two im-
portant advantages of conceptual graphs are that they allowfor the
efficient construction of generalization hierarchies of graphs, and that
they can represent contextualized or nested definitions. These proper-
ties are needed to efficiently check normative knowledge definitions.
We will give a brief introduction of conceptual graph theory, as it is
relatively unknown. The theory is explained in much more detail in
[17].

Conceptual graphs are constructed out of concepts and relations.

Concepts

2 In a full normative analysis, privileges (norms that definepermittedbehaviour, would also
need to be taken into account. For simplicity, these norms are not considered here.
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A concepthas two fields: a type and a referent field. It has the fol-
lowing format:

[Type: Ref], an example being[Customer: #John]

Thetypefield contains a type label that is part of a type hierarchy.
The referentfield designates a particular entity with the mentioned
type. This field is optional: if not specified, the concept is considered
to be generic,and is by default existentially quantified.

A referent can be an individual marker or a generic marker. An
individual marker can be a number sign, followed by some constant,
e.g.#John. A generic marker, denoted by*, indicates a generic con-
cept. It may be followed by a variable identifier, e.g.*x1. This allows
one to refer to a specific, but as of yet unidentified entity. These named
generic markers are useful for cross-referencing conceptsin graphs. A
co-referent concept is indicated with a question mark, e.g.?x1.

Conceptual Relations

A conceptual relation links two or more concepts. Each conceptual
relation has a relation type, surrounded by parentheses. Italso has one
or more arcs, represented by arrows, each of which must be linked to
some concept. A dyadic relation has the following representation:

[Type1: Ref1] -> (R Type) -> [Type2: Ref2]

Generally, the relations can be read, in the direction of thearrows,
as ‘thesource concepthas arelation to thedestination concept’. An
example of a conceptual relation could be:

[XWL: #Pizza Delivery] -> (Part) -> [Service Loop]

which states that the extended workflow loop for pizza delivery
has some (yet unspecified) service loop.

Conceptual Graphs
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A conceptual graph is a combination of concept nodes and con-
ceptual relation nodes. It can also consist of a single concept node.
To represent such a graph, one of its concepts is chosen as itshead.
If more than one relation is linked to a concept, the dash symbol ‘-’
can be used to separate the common concept from the rest of these
relations. A conceptual graph is ended by a period. Many examples of
these graphs are given in the remainder of this section.

5.2 Outline of the Method

The method for legitimacy checking of workflow loop norms is an
adaption of the method used in [7] to match required and enabled web
service functionality.

The method consists of the following steps:

1. Define an extended workflow loop ontology
2. Represent the workflow loop norms in patterns
3. Represent the workflow situation in workflow loop schemas
4. Calculate the match between situations and norm patterns
5. Interpret the matching results

Define the Extended Workflow Loop Ontology First, we define the
extended workflow loop ontology as a type hierarchy, with accom-
panying type definitions. All entities followed by a ‘>’ sign are su-
pertypes of the indented entities that follow. The hierarchy and type
definitions follow from the previous discussion.

The extended workflow loop type hierarchy

Entity >
Actor >

Conv_Role >
Evaluator
Executor
Inititiator

Dom_Role
WL_Role >

Agent
Beneficiary
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Customer
Performer
Principal
Provider

Comm_Loop >
Service_Loop
Control_Loop

Conversation >
Acta
Facta

Object
Relation >

Del_Rel
Serv_Rel

Schema >
Comm_Loop_Schema >

CL_Schema
SL_Schema

Service
Speech_Act
Subject
WL_Act >

Comm_Act >
Accept
Commit
Report
Request

Task >
Eval
Exec
Init

XWL

There is also a small relation type hierarchy, defining such roles as
(Agnt), (Part), and (ConvRole), which will be omitted here.

The semantics of the concept types are given by the followingtype
definitions:

• Workflow loops revolve around the performance of services. A
service is of a particular type, has some object, and is done by a
performer for a beneficiary.

[Service: *x] -> (Def)-> [Entity: ?x] -
(Obj) -> [Object]
(Agnt) -> [Performer]
(Ptnt) -> [Beneficiary].
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Notice that such a (meta) type definition indicates the ontological
properties that a conceptmusthave. This definition may be con-
tracted, by replacing the genus [Entity] by the defined type [Ser-
vice] and then dropping the (Def) relation.

• An extended workflow loop consists of both a service and a dele-
gation relation as well as a service loop and a control loop.

[XWL: *x] -> (Def)-> [Entity: ?x] -
(Part) -> [Serv_Rel]
(Part) -> [Del_Rel]
(Part) -> [Service_Loop]
(Part) -> [Control_Loop].

• A service relation is about a service between a customer and a
provider; a delegation relation is about some workflow act between
a principal and an agent.

[Serv_Rel: *x] -> (Def) -> [Relation: ?x] -
(Obj) -> [Service]
(Agnt) -> [Customer]
(Agnt) -> [Provider].

[Del_Rel: *x] -> (Def) -> [Relation: ?x] -
(Obj) -> [WL_Act]
(Agnt) -> [Principal]
(Agnt) -> [Agent].

• Both a service loop and a control loop are communication loops.
Each of these loops has a communication loop schema. This con-
sists of an Init-task, a Request-act, and so on. Each of thesework-
flow loop acts is done by a domain role, a conversation role, a
workflow loop role, and a subject. However, in our notation wedo
not distinguish a separate (Subject) relation. Instead, when appli-
cable, we use the subject as an identifier in the other roles, repre-
sented by the referent.

[Comm_Loop_Schema: *x] -> (Def) -> [Schema: ?x] -> (Part) -
[Init] -

(Dom_Role) -> [Dom_Role]
(Conv_Role) -> [Conv_Role]
(WL_Role) -> [WL_Role]

[Request] -
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...
[Commit] -

...
[Exec]

...
[Report]

...
[Eval]

...
[Accept]

...].

• Each communication loop contains two conversations, an acta-
genic and a factagenic conversation. Although for completeness
we define their semantics, in this paper we do not further address
how conversations and larger communicational structures can be
used in legitimacy checking.

[Acta: *x] -> (Def) -> [Conversation: ?x] -> (Part) -
[Request]
[Commit].

[Facta: *x] -> (Def) -> [Conversation: ?x] -> (Part) -
[Report]
[Accept].

Represent the workflow loop norms in patterns To represent the
norms, we define two kinds of patterns:required patternsandforbid-
den patterns. Such explicit coding of organizational norms is common
in workflow systems [11].

Each workflow loop norm is translated into a set of required and
forbidden patterns. Each required pattern has aselection condition.
This condition determines if a schema should be matched withit dur-
ing the calculation of the match between workflow loop schemas and
norm patterns. We call a required patternrelevantfor a schema if the
schema satisfies this selection condition. For instance, the required
pattern representing XWLN #1, introduced in Sect. 3.4, is relevant to
all service loop schemas in which a customer is involved.

Here we show how norms are represented as patterns for the ex-
tended workflow loop norms XWLN #1 and #2.
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According to XWLN #1,the customer of a service must be both
the initiator and the evaluator of the accompanying serviceloop. Rel-
evant ontological concepts are: the service loop (schema),customer,
initiator, evaluator, and subject. XWLN #11 has only one required and
no forbidden patterns.

XWLN #2 said that the evaluator of a workflow loop cannot be the
same as its executor. This norm has one forbidden pattern.

- Required patterns:

For XWLN #1, there is one required pattern #rp1:

[SL_Schema] -> (Part) -
[WL_Act] -

(WL_Role) -> [Customer: *x]
[WL_Act] -

(Conv_Role) -> [Initiator: *x]
[WL_Act] -

(Conv_Role) -> [Evaluator: *x].

For all service loop schemas, the customer, initiator, and evaluator
roles must be played by the same subject *x.

- Forbidden patterns:

For XWLN #2, there is one forbidden pattern #fp1:

[Comm_Loop_Schema] -> (Part) -
[WL_Act] -

(Conv_Role) -> [Executor: *y]
[WL_Act] -

(Conv_Role) -> [Evaluator: *y].

This pattern states that the conversational roles of executor and
evaluator may not be played by the same subject within any commu-
nication (i.e. service or control) loop schema.

Represent the workflow situation in workflow loop schemasKey
to the definition of the workflow situation are the workflow schemas.
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Auxiliary definitions, such as a list of the services and service relations
also need to be defined, but will be omitted here.

There are two workflow loop schemas, each of which is a spe-
cialization of the workflow loop type definition given in the previous
section. We have not represented domain roles, as they are not rel-
evant in this case. In fact,the baker,the boy andthe customer are
regarded as subjects only. Instead of using the abstract subject nota-
tions #s1, #s2, and #s3 we use the more comprehensible subject iden-
tifiers #cust, #bak, and #boy in the graphs. However, in othercases,
the domain role may indeed be important. Many formal norms, for
example, are domain-dependent:a manager may,an employee must,
etc. In future work, we will investigate the role of this additional role
complexity in our schemas.

The service loop schema #sl1 of the case is:

[SL_Schema: #sl1] -> (Part) -
[Request] -

(Conv_Role) -> [Initiator: #cust]
(WL_Role) -> [Customer: #cust]

[Commit] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Executor: #bak]
(WL_Role) -> [Provider: #bak]

[Exec] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Executor: #boy]
(WL_Role) -> [Agent: #boy]

[Report] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Executor: #boy]
(WL_Role) -> [Agent: #boy]

[Eval] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Evaluator: #cust]
(WL_Role) -> [Customer: #cust]

[Accept] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Evaluator: #cust]
(WL_Role) -> [Customer: #cust]].

The control loop schema #cl1 of the case is:

[CL_Schema: #cl1] -> (Part) -
[Init] -

(Conv_Role) -> [Initiator: #bak]
(WL_Role) -> [Performer: #bak]

[Request] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Initiator: #bak]
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(WL_Role) -> [Principal: #bak]
[Commit] -

(Conv_Role) -> [Executor: #boy]
(WL_Role) -> [Agent: #boy]

[Exec] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Executor: #boy]
(WL_Role) -> [Agent: #boy]

[Report] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Executor: #boy]
(WL_Role) -> [Agent: #boy]

[Eval] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Evaluator: #bak]
(WL_Role) -> [Principal: #bak]

[Accept] -
(Conv_Role) -> [Evaluator: #cust]
(WL_Role) -> [Principal: #cust]].

Note that – contrary to the service loop – the Init-task is nowper-
formed by the baker: baking the bread is a necessary preparatory act
for the baker to be able to request the boy to deliver it. The Eval-task
of the baker could, for instance, consist of regularly checking with the
customer if the deliveries are in time, either face-to-facein the shop
or by phone.

Calculate the match between workflow loop schemas and norm
patterns S is the set of all workflow loop schemas. RP is the set of
all required patterns, FP is the set of all forbidden patterns:

S ={ #sl1, #cl1}, RP ={ #rp1}, FP ={ #fp1}.

- Project all required patterns on all the workflow loop schemas s
∈ S. A schema is in RM iff it matches with all of its relevant required
patterns:

RM = { #sl1, #cl1}

- Project all forbidden patterns on all the workflow loop schemas
s∈ S. FM = the set of schemas matchinganyof these patterns:

FM = ∅.
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Interpret the matching results If ∀s∈ S: s∈ RM and s/∈ FM, then
the workflow situation is legitimate, otherwise it is illegitimate (or at
least its legitimacy has not yet been decided). In the example, the sit-
uation is legitimate. If such a situation is illegitimate, the conflicting
pattern(s) must be dealt with by redefining one or more of the work-
flow loop definitions. The proposed definitions must be checked in
turn by running the calculation again. How exactly this interpretation
process is to occur, depends on (1) the type of workflow loop defini-
tions causing the violation, (2) the type of norm being violated, and (3)
the meta-norms governing what should be done in case of violation.
No uniform interpretation approach can thus be given. In future re-
search, we intend to develop interpretation classifications to structure
such norm conflict resolution processes.

6 Conclusions

In our information society, the quality of the communication in and
between organizations is becoming a critical success factor. To de-
sign and maintain effective communication systems, we needmore
than communication modeling. We should also be able to checkthe
quality of the communication models. Thus, there must be norms that
define legitimate, i.e. meaningful and acceptable organizational com-
munication.

In modern rational organizations and networks, not only thecom-
munication structures themselves must be legitimate, but also the pro-
cesses in which these norms are generated. This means that commu-
nication norms may have to be made explicit, and become the subject
of rational discourse.

These two considerations provided the motivation for this chapter
on the role of legitimacy checking in communicative workflowloop
design. First, we have shown an analysis of communication norms
based on the Extended Workflow Loop model. Using this model to
define a workflow loop ontology and accompanying norms, we have
described a practical method of legitimacy checking. The method uses
the notion of workflow loop schemas in which various elementsof the
communication workflow loops are integrated. It was shown how such
a schema can be represented using Conceptual Graph Theory. This
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makes it possible to delegate the norm checking to reasoningtools.
Note that the norms themselves are not yet necessarily legitimate; for
this the definition process of the norms should be embedded ina so-
cial process in which the communication structures and norms can be
discussed and challenged by relevant stakeholders, if necessary [6].

One important application of the legitimacy checking method is
communication diagnosis [18], which works in a bottom-up fashion.
The goal of diagnosis is to model the current situation and toanalyze
actual or potential flaws by linking them to communicative norm vio-
lations. The diagnosis should result in recommendations for improve-
ment. In the case of workflow redesign, the reengineering process de-
scription should indicate how a legitimate situation can bereached
from a currently illegitimate situation by redefining workflow struc-
tures that violate the communication norms. This reengineering pro-
cess itself must also be legitimate.

The current trend in information system development is a move
away from detailed and formal methodologies [2]. Formalization is
not a goal in itself; what is needed is rationalization. A more con-
tingent approach is therefore needed. What is most problematic in
current-day elaborated methodogies, is, in our view, the lack of at-
tention to systematic involvement of users – as stakeholders – in col-
laborative system (re)design. Admittedly, user involvement and stake-
holder analysis have been gaining prominence for a long time. Some
approaches use brainstorming sessions, for instance. However, this is
still far off from encouraging rational discussion. A rational discus-
sion also allows participants to challenge the norms that underly the
design choices. A legitimacy checker as discussed in this paper can be
instrumental in such a process. If embedded in a carefully designed
social interaction process, it can be an example of a useful application
of formal methods in practice.
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